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1. Introduction. The Whittaker functions, customarily denoted Mk,m(x)

and Wk,m(x), are solutions of the well-known differential equation

d2W        (      1        k      l/A-m2)
(1.1) —-+ }-- + - +-—\w = o.

dx1 \      4        x x'      j

As this equation is important to the discussion of numerous physical prob-

lems, there is reason to find forms which represent the Whittaker functions

asymptotically as to the variable x or one of the parameters k and m. In

this paper we find expressions which represent these functions asymptotically

as to m. It is supposed that x, k, and m are complex and that the parameter k

is bounded. The arguments of x and m are restricted to lie in the ranges

— w < arg (x) ^ x

and

- 3ir/2 < arg (m) g 3tt/2,

respectively. The leading terms of the asymptotic developments are explicitly

obtained. These involve only simple rational and exponential functions of x.

The algorithm in [6] can be used to find more terms, if desired.

To the author's knowledge but one other investigation of the structures

of the Whittaker functions for numerically large values of m and bounded

values of k has been made, namely an analysis by Fisher [4]. He has studied

their structures for numerically large m by means of difference equations

under the assumption that \x/2m\ be bounded from one. This restriction

has not been invoked here. The asymptotic forms found in this paper agree

with those he has obtained in the case that | x/2m\ < 1. For | x/2m\ > 1, how-

ever, his expressions are of a different nature as they are also asymptotic in k.

Erdelyi has investigated the case of x, k, and m all real and large in abso-

lute value by the saddle point method under the limitation that the ratios

of x to k and x to m be fixed [3]. Recently Chang, Chu, and O'Brien have
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found an asymptotic expansion for the function Wk,m(x) when x, k, and m

are all numerically large, x is a positive real, and the ratios of x to k and x to

m are nearly fixed [l; 2]. There have been numerous researches on the struc-

tures of the Whittaker functions for numerically large k and for numerically

large k and x. A partial summary of these is given by Chang, Chu, and

O'Brien at the end of [l]. A most complete discussion not listed there is due

to Ziebur [9.].

To obtain our results, we use the theory of asymptotic solutions of ordi-

nary linear differential equations developed by Langer [5; 6]. Our discussion

consists of two parts. Part I, which constitutes the principal portion, deals

with the Whittaker functions. The Whittaker equation (1.1) is transformed

there into the form

d2u      .
(1.2) — + {m2q0(z) + mqi(z)} u = 0.

dz2

In order that Langer's theory may be applied to yield the asymptotic expan-

sions of the solutions of this equation for complex values of z in an unbounded

region, it must be somewhat extended. This is done in Part II, which could

be said to be in the nature of an appendix wherein assertions made in Part I

as to the asymptotic forms of the solutions of equation (1.2) are proved.

Part I. Asymptotic forms for the whittaker functions

2. Preliminaries. Two pairs of linearly independent solutions of the

Whittaker equation (1.1) have been intensively studied in mathematical

literature. The solutions of one pair are commonly denoted Mk,m(x) and

Mk,-m(x). When 2m is not an integer, they are expressible in terms of hyper-

geometric series [8, p. 337]. The solutions of the other pair are usually desig-

nated Wk,m(x) and W-k,m(— x) and are defined for all values of m[&, p. 339].

In the analysis which follows we find forms representing the solutions

Wk,m(x) and W^k,m(e~Tix) asymptotically as to m for the values of x and m

specified by the relations

(a) 0 ^ arg (x) ^ t,
(2.1)

(b)  - t/2 < arg (m) g tt/2,

respectively, k being a bounded complex parameter(2). Since k is not other-

wise restricted, from these forms representations for the function Wk,m(e~Tix)

can be obtained. Once this is accomplished, it is clear that the asymptotic

expansion of the function Wk,m(x) for arguments of x in the range

— it < arg (x) g w

will be at hand. Moreover, since

(J) When x/2 — arg (m) < e, we consider values of x in the region for which ir +1 > arg (x) > e;

when x/2+arg (m) <«, we consider values of x in the region for which x— e>arg (x) > — «. The

analysis in these cases differs little from that eiven in Part I; consequently, it is omitted.
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Wk.*«m(x) - Wk.m(x) [7, p. 116],

asymptotic forms for the function Wk,m(x) for arguments of m satisfying the

condition

- 3tt/2 < arg (m) ^ 3ir/2

can be found from those obtained under the restriction (2.1b).

Henceforward, then, it is assumed that x and m satisfy the conditions (2.1).

There are known relations of linear dependence, see for example [7, p. 117],

which permit the derivation of the asymptotic expansions of the solutions

Mk,m(x) and M4,_m(x) from those for the solutions Wk,m(x) and W-k,m( — x).

3. Transformation of the Whittaker equation. If we choose

(a) z = log (x/2im),
(3.1)

(b) m = e-'>2W/2i

as new independent and dependent variables in the Whittaker equation, the

differential equation

d2u
(3.2) — + {m2(e2' - 1) + m(2ike*)}u = 0

is obtained. The relation (3.1a) maps the region (2.1a) of the x-plane con-

formally onto the horizontal strip of the z-plane for which

(3.3) - t/2 - arg (m) g I(z) g v/2 - arg (m).

Since the variable of immediate interest is x and since it is a single-valued

function of z, we may confine our attention to the values of z specified by the

relation

— t < arg (z) ^ ir.

In doing this we cut the x-plane from the point x = 2im to the origin.

The coefficients of m and m2 in equation (3.2) are seen to be single-valued

analytic functions of z in the cut strip (3.3). For the values of z under con-

sideration the coefficient (e2z— 1) has a simple zero at the origin and is else-

where bounded from zero [see note to the condition (2.1a)]. The origin is

therefore a first order turning point for equation (3.2). The point x = 2im is

carried into the origin by the transformation (3.1a). Thus it is seen that

x = 2im is a significant point for the study of the Whittaker equation.

4. Solutions in a region containing the point x = 2im. We first consider

equation (3.2) in the sub-region of the strip (3.3) for which

(4.1) Re(z)<p\

where 8 is an arbitrary positive real number. (As seen on the jc-plane this is

the region for which \x/2m\ <efi.) In this sub-region equation (3.2) has a
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turning point of the first order and is of the form (1.2) with q0(z) =e2'—l and

qx(z) = 2ike'.

The theory of asymptotic solutions of equations of the type (1.2) is

given in Part II. It involves several functions of q0(z) and qx(z). Among these

we have evaluated the following in terms of the coefficients of equation (3.2):

(a) <b(z) = (e2* - I)1'2 = | e2' - 111'2 exp {(i/2) arg (e2< - 1)},

Fi - <b(z)~\
(b) Hz) = <b(z) + (i/2) log   —-Iii  ,

(4.2) U + *(Z)J
(c) £(z, m) = m*(z),

(d) p0(z) = cos {ik log [<?' + <t>(z) ]},

(e) px(z) = [*(*) ]-» sin {ik log [e' + <t>(z) ]}.

The function 4> defines a mapping of the region (3.3) onto a portion of a

Riemann surface which will be denoted R^. It can be shown by calculation

that the function d> is bounded from zero in the strip (3.3) except at the origin

[5, p. 467]. Thus the origin and the point at infinity are the branch points

of the mapping from z to <i>. This mapping, which has been discussed by

Langer [5, p. 466], is described in the adjoining figures. The regions on the

z-strip (3.3) and on A* which are bounded by the curves OA and CD, OB and

CB, OA and FG, and OE and FE correspond. The complete surface R$ is

formed by joining the two parts of Fig. 2 along the line OA.

A surface Pj is obtained from P$ by a rotation counterclockwise about

the origin through the angle arg(m) and by an expansion outward from the

origin by the factor | m \.

We also note that when the real part of z is negative and its absolute value

large,
(a) <p = ± i + 0(e2'),

(b) $ =• ± tfz + loge/2] +0(e2'),

(c) ¥'/¥ = 0(z~i),

(d) po = cos [kv/2 + o(z)],

(4.3) /N sin [+kir/2 + o(z)]
(e) px =->

± i + 0(e2')

(i) p?=0(e>), j = l,2;n = 1,2,3, ■■■,

(g) D0(z, m) = 0(1),

(h) K(z, tn) = 0(z~2),

where the functions ^(z), Do(z, m), and A(z, m) are defined in §12 of Part II.

In these formulas the upper sign is to be used when I(z) ^0; the lower sign

is to be used when I(z) <0.
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ir/2-arg (w)

*2-£\-i-2*
,B °-,-V

E *
T/2+arg (m)

<*£-£|-t—_£*.

Fig. 1. The z-strip (3.3)

T   "*"    * 0      _   A I /   /     >    .. . -v——     I    1     . i 1/    -, ir/2-arg (w)

/     /' "I °

// +

//    I      ' I// j -»■ ^- t/2 — arg (m)

Gl I | -8.   S

Fig. 2. 7?*

From these and the previous facts obtained concerning the coefficients

of equation (3.2) it is seen that the hypotheses in §§11, 12, and 14 of Part

II(8) are fulfilled by this equation in the region (4.1). It follows that in the

region (4.1) the differential equation (3.2) admits of pairs of solutions Ma,i(z, m)

and Uh,2(z, m) which have the asymptotic forms

(        E(z, m)       £(£))
(a) «».,(«, m) = w-i'V-1'V«0«o + *Mi *) \ 1 + —-~ + -M ,

I m £   )
(4.4)

(        E(z,m)       E(Q)
(h) ma,2(z, m) = r'^fV^tt - ipi <p) \l + —-+ -—} ,

\ m £   )

(') The hypotheses of §§12 and 14 are italicized for convenience in reference.
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when (fc-l)ir-r-egarg (£)£(h+l)w-e, h = 0, ±1, ±2. The letter E is used

as a generic symbol to denote a bounded function of the argument or argu-

ments indicated.

5. Solutions when \x/2m\ is large. In order to identify the Whittaker

functions in terms of the solutions Uh,x(z, m) and uh,2(z, m) of §4 and also to

find their structures when \x/2m\ is large, we next consider the differential

equation (3.2) in the portion of the region (3.3) for which

(5.1) Re(z) ^ a,

where a is any positive real number less than 8. (As seen on the x-plane

this is the region for which \x/2m\ =ea.) Equation (3.2) has no turning point

in the domain (5.1); therefore, it is an equation of the type considered in §16

of Part II. The theory presented there involves functions ^(z, m), 8(z, m),

and J"(z, m), which for equation (3.2) are found to be

ike2
(a) \f/(z, m) = <p(z) -\-—.

m<b(z)

f"       3f'2      k2e2z
(5.2) („)«,,„)._-_+_,

im Vi — <t>~\ r ,
(c) f(z, m) = rrup + —- log   ——   + ik log [«' + <b\.

2 \_i + c6J

We now discuss some of their properties. A simple calculation shows that

the function \f/(z, m) is bounded from zero in the region (5.1) for \m\ suffi-

ciently large. When the real part of z is positive and large,

vKz, m) = e' + 0(1),

so that for such values of z, B(z, m)=0(l). The relation between z and f

determines a mapping of the domain (5.1) onto a region which we designate

T{. From the formulas (4.2b), (4.2c), and (5.2c) it is seen that

(5.3a) f = £+i£log [e'+(e2'- l)1'2];

consequently, when the real part of z is positive and large,

(5.3b) X = mez - mir/2 + ik(z + log 2) + o(z).

Employing these facts, the nature of the region T{ is easily determined.

Tr is illustrated in the adjoining Fig. 3. It is apparent that the points of Tt

can all be connected to the image on Tr of the "point" x = — oo (approached

along the ray arg (x) =ir) by curves upon which the imaginary part of f is

monotonically increasing. The image on Tt of the "point" x = + oo (ap-

proached along the ray arg (x) =0) has a similar property.

It is now clear that when the differential equation (3.2) is considered in
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the region (5.1), it fulfills the hypotheses set forth in §16 of Part II. If the

lower limits of integration which appear in the relations (16.6a) and (16.6b)

are chosen as the images on the region (5.1) of the "points" x=— oo and

x= + <x>, respectively, a particular pair of solutions, Ui(z, m) and 772(z, m),

of equation (3.2) is determined. For values of z in the region (5.1) these solu-

tions have the asymptotic forms

I        E(z, m) )
(a) Ui(z, m) = eH~w U + —-~> ,

(5.4)
(        E(z,m)\

(b) U,(z, m) = e-^-^Kl + \ .
I m     )

k=fi.+w. XM— imase °f Re w=a

f^""""    approx. \m\eK'M—u Re (z)-wir/2

/•«■• —*■

g/ i

Fig. 3-. Tt

6. Identification of Wk,m(x) and W-k,m(e~Tix) when \x/2m\ ^e". Among

any three solutions of equation (3.2) there exists a relation of linear depend-

ence. Thus identities subsist which relate the solutions (e~zli/2i)Wk,m(x) and

(e~'l2/2i)W-ktm(e~*ix) to the pair of solutions Ui(z, m) and U2(z, m). These

may be written as

g-zfl

(a) —- Wk,m(x) = C1,1c71(z, m) + Ci,2U2(z, m),
2i

(6.1)
e-'i2

(b) —-- W-k,m(e-^x) = C2,it71(z, m) + C2,2U2(z, m).
2t

The coefficients Chj are constant as to z but may depend upon the param-

eters k and m.

We first consider the identity (6.1a). The function Wk,m(x) is known to
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have the property:

(6.2) lim   e*i2x-kWk,m(x) = 1, | arg (x)\   < it [8, p. 343].
|x|-»«

The approximation

(6.3) e* = x-kext2ik-mmk{l + o(z)}

follows from the relation (5.3b) by the transformation (3.1a). Let x be chosen

satisfying the condition (2.1a) with Re(x)>0 and such that the correspond-

ing z is in the region (5.1). For such an x, employing the approximation (6.3),

the identity (6.1a) with Ux(z, m) and U2(z, m) replaced by their asymptotic

expansions (5.4) takes the form

I        E(z,m))  .
Wk,m(x) = 2iCx.xexl2x-kik-mm"ll +-^ {l + o(z)}

(        E(z,m))  .
+ 2iCx,2e-xl2xki-k+mm-k<l H-V {l + o(z)}.

Upon multiplication of both sides of this expression by the quantity exl2x~k,

it becomes

exi2x-kWk,m(x) = 2iCx,xe*x-2kik""mk <l + 1 {l + o(z)}

(         E(z, m)\  , ,
+ 2iCx,ti-k+mm-k H -|-—V {l + o(z)}.

After taking limits as Re (x) becomes positively infinite, it is found with

the aid of the limit (6.2) that

Cx.x = 0;    and hence,    Cx,t = (l/2)ik-m~1mk{ 1 + E(m)/m}.

The conclusion that for values of z in the region (5.1)

(        E(m) \
(6.4) Wk.m(x) = ik-mmke*'2U2(z, m) <1 -\-V

is thus obtained.

If x and k are replaced by e~~Tix and —k, respectively, the limit (6.2) be-

comes

lim   e-xl2xkW-k,m(e-Tix) = ekxi,        | arg (e~Tix) \ < t.

Now let x be chosen satisfying the condition (2.1a) with Re (x) <0 and such

that the corresponding z is in (5.1). Then the identity (6.1b), when multiplied

by the quantity e~xt2xk, may be cast into the form
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(       E(z,m))  , ,
e-*i2x*W-k.m(e-"x) = 2iC2,imHk-mU-\-\ {l + o(z)}

(        E(z,m)) . ,
+ 2iC2,2w-*im-te-^2*<l + —--V {l + o(z)}.

Taking limits as Re (x) becomes negatively infinite we find, using the limit

(6.5), that

(       E(m) 1
C2,i = (l/2)ik+m-lmrkll + ——\ ,    and   C2,2 = 0.

Substitution of these values for the coefficients in the relation (6.1b) estab-

lishes the result that for z in the domain (5.1)

(        E(m) ■)
(6.6) W-k,m(e~Tix) = im+kmrke'i2Ui(z, m) 11 + •-\ .

7. Identification of Wk,m(x) and W-k,m(e~Tix) when \x/2m\ ^e3. As the

functions described by the representations (4.4) and (5.4) solve the same

differential equation, namely equation (3.2), there exist dependence relations

between them. It is through these relations that we shall identify the func-

tions Wk,m(x) and W-k,m(e~Tix) in terms of the solutions unj(z, m) of §4. Since

the constants a and 8 associated with the regions (4.1) and (5.1) were chosen

so that a<8, these regions overlap. For values of z in their intersection

— it + e < arg (£) < ir — e.

We are thus led to consider the identities

(7.1) Uj(z, m) = Bj,iUo,i(z, m) + 7?,-,2wo,2(z, m), j = 1, 2.

The coefficients, which are independent of z, are given by the formulas(4)

W(uo.2, U,) W(uo.i, U,)
\l .1) £)j,l = —-) "iA = -•

W(Uo,2, M0,l) I7(Wo,l, Mo,2)

From the identifications (4.2) it can be shown that

Mo + ipi<b = (ez + <f>)+k.

From this and the relation (5.3a) the equalities

e±i((p0 ± ipi4>) = e±<r

are obtained. Thus the representations (4.4) with h = 0 can be written in the

form

(*) The symbol W{u, v) denotes the Wronskian of the two functions « and v.
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(        E(z, m)        E(Q )
(7.3) ua,i(z, tn) = m-"6^1'2*** h + + —^-l , 7=1, 2.

I w $    J

Further, it is seen from the relations (4.2a) and (5.2a) that when z is in the

region (5.1)

E(z, m)
f(z, tn) = <b(z) -|-

m

We now calculate the coefficients (7.2). From the formulas (5.4) and (7.3)

it is found that

W(«o.i, «o,«) = -2m»2"{1 + E(m)/m},

W(ua,x, Ui)-imU*e2«{E(m)/m + £({)/{},

W(uo,x, Ui) = - 2imi"i{l + E(m)/m},

W(u0,2, Ui) = 2»s"[l + E(tn)/m},

W(uo,2, Ui) = - im!'iee-2«{E(m)/m + £({)/{}.

Since W(uo,t, U2) is constant as to z, in computing its value we may choose

any point Zi which is in both the regions (4.1) and (5.1). In particular we

choose Zi as such a point for which Re (if) is maximum. Then,

W(u0,2, Ui) ~ e-2iKE(m)m-v\       ft = f (Zl, m);

and hence,

B2,x ~ e-2i^E(m)mrit6,       B2,2~w}i*.

Therefore the identity (7.1) with_/ = 2 becomes

(7.4) t72(z, m) ~ e-2<f1£(»})w-6/6Mo.i(z, m) + mlliUo,t(z, m).

We may rewrite this relation in the form

e»(f-2fl)

U2(z, tn)-ci-1'2 + e-'ty-1'2.
m

Because we have chosen Zx so that Re (iX,) is a maximum at fi, we see that the

second term on the right-hand side of the last representation is the dominant

one even though the quantity ei{ may be large.

In evaluating W(uo,x, Ui) we may also choose z to be any point which is

in both the regions (4.1) and (5.1). In this instance we choose z to be z2, a

point for which Re (if) is a minimum. Then

W(«o,i, Ux)-ie2i<*E(m)m-111,

f 2 = f (22, m);
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and hence

Bi,i ~m1/6,

Bi,i ~ «,*,£(»)«r-»'1.

Consequently, with j = l the identity (7.1) becomes

(7.5) Ui(z, m) ~m11" u0.i(z, m) + e2i^E(m)m-wuo.i.(z, m).

We note that because we have picked z2 so that Re (if) is a minimum at f2,

the first term on the right-hand side of the above representation is the

dominant one even though e~i{ may be large.

The formulas (6.4), (6.6), (7.4), and (7.5) lead to these results:

(a) Wk,m(x) ~ ik~mmke'12 {e-2*^m-h,*E(m)uo,i(z, m) + w1/6m0,2(z, m)},

(7.6)

(b) W-k,m(<rrix) ~ ik+mmrke'l2{mli*uo,i(z,m) + e2i^E(m)mriltuo,2(z,m)}.

8. The asymptotic forms. With the identification of the functions Wk,m(x)

and W-k,m(e~Tix) in terms of the solutions Mo,y(z, m) completed, we may use

the relations (14.6) and (15.7) of Part II to compute the asymptotic expan-

sions of these functions throughout the image on R( of the region (4.1). By

way of summary the results of these calculations are included in the second

of the succeeding tables. In these calculations only the dominant terms of the

coefficients of ei( and er* have been kept.

Having obtained the representations for the Whittaker functions Wk,m(x)

and W-k,m(e~rix), the identity

Y(2m + 1)
Mk,m(x) = —-—- ert"W-k,m(e-"x)

Y(m + 1/2 - k)
(8.1)

T(2m + 1)
+ tv   \   i /„  / ^ <>im-k+im"Wk.m(x)       [7, p. 117

T(m + 1/2 + k)

can be employed to find similar expressions for the functions Mk,m(x) and

Mk-m(x). The formula

(8.2)   r(X + a) ~ \x+a-1l2e-x(2Tr)1'2,     \ arg (X + a) \ ,     \ arg (X) |   ^ r - o

[8, p. 279]

allows reduction of the gamma functions present in the coefficients of the

identity (8.1) to more suitable form. The asymptotic forms of the functions

Mk,m(x) and Mk,^m(x) are given in the third and fourth tables. Two sets of

forms are shown for the function Mk,_m(x) because of the limitation imposed

on arg (m) by the relation (8.2).

In these tables the abbreviations
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(a) «i = e(-^+k)rmmk^

(b) co2 = e<-m+k'>*ii2m-k,

(8.3) (c) cos = e<-m-k+1)*il222m+1i2mm+ll2e-m,

(d) w< = ei2~Sm~zk)ril22~2m+1,2m~m+ll2em

(e) cot = ea~m+k^"l22~2m+ll2m~m+ll2em

have been used.

The geometric determination of the images of the regions S(y) upon the

region (4.1) and upon the x-plane can be found in Langer's work [5, p. 372].

This information can, therefore, be omitted here.

Table 1. Forms when \x/2m\ ^e"

Wt.m(x) atfl-Utt,l*-it

W.i.Ue^x) ufirUtttltHf

Mk.m(x) a^T"2 {e*<r-*/» + e-*f} «■'»

Mk,.*im(x)   (- ir/2 < arg (m) < 0) atiril*e?l*-it + ^-w^n+it

Mk,.-ri*(x)   (0 < arg (m) g t/2) a^-W^li-ii-^iH + u<e4mx^-i/v/2+,f+T,72

z = log (x/2im),       * = («* - l)1'2 + iknr1 C («" - l)-*»,

[i — (e2* — lVn
i+rf.-l)U*} + ik l0g [e' + (e" ~ 1)1/2j

Table 2. Forms for Wk,m(x) and W_*,m(e~r';*;) when J is in H°>

J W*.m(s) W-k.Ue-^x)

2      co^-"2 {e'<*+T/2> [e*+0]-*} «•" W20-1'2 {*•"* [e^]-*-!-^'2-*' [«*+<*.]*} e»'2

1      «i*-1/2{e'(f+"2>[e*+^]-*-|-e-,£[e«+*]*}e'/s      a,**,-1/2 {e,f [«*+<*>]-* }e»'2

0      o>l4T1l*{e-it[e'+<t>]t}e'l* <o2.T1/s{e,'f[e'+<#>]-*}«*/2

-1      a>i<r1/2{e-*'{[«*+<#>]*}e*/2 w*l>-1l2{e<t[e'+<t>]-k+e-i<t+Tm[e'+<t>]t}e'lz

- 2      ui*-"2 {««£-*/« [e'+*]-*+e-,'f [«*+*]*} e*'2      w^-1'2 {e"''^/2) [«*+<#.]*} e*'2

*_ (e2*-!)!/2,        l = m*+^ log [g|]

E<»:   0-l)H-*Sargtt)S(/+l)''—«
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Table 3. Forms for Mk.m(x) when £ is in E°>

j

2 wrf-,"{e-<f[«'+ *]*}«*"

1 a.,*-1'1 {«-**[«• + <#>]*} e*'2

0 w^-1/«{«<(*-»/«[e« + 0]-* + «-'£[e» + 4,]*}e«/2

-1 w,^.-1/2{e'<«-,r'2>[e'-(-*htje2'2

-2 w3<t>-1l2{eiii~Tm[e' + <p}~k}e*11

Table 4a. Forms for Mt,,*im(x) when — jr/2<arg (m) <0 and £ is in H(,)

j

2 a)6<*>-1/2{e*'£[e* + *]"* + <-<*-''»[«■ + tf>]*}e2'2

1 <o4<*>_1'2 {*"•'* [«* + <*>]*} e*/2 + ws*-"* {«•'* [e« + <*>]-*} e*'2

0 w^-^le-^le1 + *]*}«•'* + co6<*r1/2{ei£[e* + 0]-*}<*/«

-1                          us*"1'2 {ei£ [«• + *]-* + «"•"<*+*/»> [c + <*>]* j e*'2

-2 «4<r1'«|«'<*-r'»[e« + ^h*}^'2 + wt*-1'!{e_,'<{"w/,>[«' + «]*)e*/2

Table 4b. Forms for Mk.t-nm{x) when 0<arg {m)^ir/2 and £ is in E('>

7

2 U50-I'1{e<*[«' + <*>]-*}e*/! + e4""r*'co4<rI/2{ -«-**[«• + <*>]*}e*'2

1 wrfr1'! {«*«[«■ + *]"* + *-***»[«• + <#.]+*}e*'2

0 u6<rI/2{e~,'(f+'r/2)[e' + <#>]+*} + e^u^-"2^*'^'2'!^ + <*.]"*} e2'2

-1 us*-1'2 {e-''<*+I'2> [e» + *]+*} e*'2 + e^'Wr1" {e«'<{+T/2> [«■ + <#>]-*) e*'2

-2 u5*-"2{ -ei£[e* + <*>]-* + t-*<b*l»[(e + 4>]"}e"2
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9. Representations in terms of x. Since

<b(x) = { | x/2m\2 exp {2i[arg (*) - arg (m) - x/2]} - l}1'2,

arg (<p) is greater or less than zero according as arg (x) is greater or less than

7r/2+arg (m). In light of the convention (4.2a) that the quantity [(x/2im)2

—1]1/2 be interpreted as

| (x/2m)2 - 1 I1'2 exp {(i/2) arg [(x/2im)2 - l]},

it is convenient in succeeding formulas to write

<b(x) = i{(x2e-2"i/'im2) + l}1'2 when arg ((b) > 0,

<b(x) = - i{(x2/4m2) + l}1'2 when arg (<b) < 0.

Reduction of the forms appearing in Tables 3 and 4 yields these results

for values of x such that \x/2m\ <1:

Mk,±m(± 2wx)~2±2"*+1'2(±w)±m+1'2exp {+ w[(s2e-2" + l)1'2 - l]}

(9  la) x+-m+iii
■ [(x2e-2^ + l)1'2 - l]±*»[(*2e-2lri + 1)»'» - x]h-,

(x*e-2*i+iyi*

when arg (x)>ir/2-|-arg (m); and

Mk,±m(± 2mx)~2±2m+1i2(±m)±m+1i2x*m+1i2exp { ± m[(x2 +1)1'2 - l]}

■ [(*2 + l)1'2 - l]±m[(x2 + I)1'2 - x]k(x2 + l)-1'4,

when arg (x) <7r/2+arg (m). These representations include only dominant

terms. Similar formulas can be obtained for the functions Wk,m(x) and

J7_*,m(e-"x).

In the case that |x| >2| m\ the reduction of the forms in the tables leads

to less simple descriptions of the functions Mkf±m(x) than those above. If m

is restricted to positive real values, however, Mk,m(x) is described by the forms

(9.1) when \x/2m\ >1; but it is found that

sin (1/2 + m - k)
Mk,-n(- 2mx)~-;-L2-2m+ll2(-m)-m+1i2x-m+1l2

sin (2mir)
(9-2a)

•exp {m[(x2e~2" + l)1'2 + l]} [(x2e-2^ + 1)1/2 - l]m

• [(x2e~2" + I)1'2 + x]k(x2e-2^ + l)-1'4,

when arg (x) > 7r/2; and

sin (1/2 + m+ k)
Mt._m(- 2mx)-—- 2-2",+1'2(-OT)-m+1'2x-'»+1'2

sin (2mir)
(9-2b)

•exp {m[(x2 + I)1'2 + l]} [(x2 + l)1'2 - l]m

■[(x2+ l)ll2+ x]"(x2+ I)"1'4,
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when arg (x) <ir/2. The representations (9.1) are in agreement with those

derived by Fisher [4, p. 533] subject to the condition that \x/2m\  be less

than one, provided that the correct determination of the argument of the

quantity (x2/4m2-\-l)112 which appears in his formulas is made.

A reduction of the forms in Table 1 yields the results

(a) Wk,m(2imx) ~ mk[x2 - l]"1'4*1'***!* + (x2 - iy2]+k

■ [(i + (x2 - iy2]-m

■exp{i[kir/2-m(x2-l)U2]},

(b) W-k,m(2e-^2mx) ~ mrk[x2 - l]-"«*w»-"[* + (x2 - l)1'2]-*

•[*+ (x2 - l)1'2]"-

•exp {i[kir/2 + m(x2 - l)112]},

for \x/2m\ >1. It should be noted that the algorithm Langer has developed

in [6] can be employed to refine our approximations to include terms of

order m~n, n a positive integer.

10. Formulas for Wk,m(x) and W-k,m(e~Tix) when [£| is small. If the

modulus of £ is not large, the asymptotic expansions given in the tables of

§8 do not apply. In this instance approximation by means of the relation

(15.9) of Part II is appropriate. The results which follow are obtained from

this relation and the formulas (7.6).

(a) Wk,m(x) = ik^tnk+li"[l + 0(m-l)](x/2imyi2

• [yx.tyx + yt.tyt + 0(m-2'3)],

(10.1)
(b) W-t,m(e-'lx) = »"+»»r*+1'«[l + 0(f»-1)](*/2t»)1/*

• [yi.iyi + Y2,iy2 + 0(m-2'3)].

It is assumed that the modulus of m is sufficiently large. The coefficients

yf] are evaluated by Langer in [5, p. 460]. The functions v,(z, m) and

yi(z, m), which are defined by the formulas (15.1) and (15.2), involve Bessel

functions of orders ±1/3 and their derivatives; and since the modulus of £

is small, the ordinary series for the Bessel functions can be used in the rela-

tions (10.1). For use in these formulas the approximations

Po(z) ~ 1,        px(z) ~ ik,        D0(z, m) ~ 1,

$~m[(x/2im)2 - l]3'2/3

are also permissible.

Part II. The asymptotic solutions of a certain type of linear

differential equation

11. Introduction. The following discussion concerns differential equations
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of the type

d2u(z, X)       . .
(11.1) + {\2qo(z) + \qi(z)}u(z, X) = 0,

dz2

where the symbol X denotes a complex parameter large in absolute value.

Analytic forms are found which represent solutions of this equation asymp-

totically as to X in a closed simply-connected region, Sz, of the complex z-plane

(with the point at infinity deleted). The coefficients qo(z) and gi(z) are con-

sidered to be single-valued analytic functions in Sz.

Investigations of equations of this type have been made previously but,

to the author's knowledge, never in an unbounded region in which qo(z) has

a single simple zero or in an unbounded region in which qo(z) has no zeros.

The analysis presented here relies heavily on two of these investigations by

Langer. The first is a discussion for real values of the independent variable

on a bounded interval of an equation of which equation (11.1) is a special case

[6]. The second treats equation (11.1) in the case that qx(z) is identically zero

[5]. In these two papers asymptotic expansions for the solutions of the

differential equation under consideration are found in terms of known ones

for the Bessel functions. Such is the case here; in fact, both the formal

structure and the proofs of this analysis closely parallel work in [5] and [6].

The ensuing discussion is, therefore, succinct.

Equation (11.1), henceforward to be referred to as the "given equation,"

is first considered in the circumstance that qo(z) has a single simple zero in

Sz. It is then discussed for [go(z)]_1 bounded there.

12. Preliminaries. It is assumed in §§12-15 that q0(z) has one simple zero

in Sz. Its reciprocal is therefore bounded except in the neighborhood of the

zero of qo(z). Without loss of generality, this zero may be supposed to occur

at the origin; and by the transfer of a constant to X2 the argument of z_1go(z)

may be adjusted to zero there. It is also assumed that flq\'2(t)dt is bounded

from zero except at the origin.

Let us now recall from [6] the definitions of the following functions

(a) d>(z) = q0  (z) =   | q0(z) |      exp {(i/2) arg [q0(z) ]},

(b) $(z) =   f *<b(t)dt,
J o

(12.1)    (c)       *(z) = WW*)"1",        *(0) = [39o'(0)/2]1/6,

(d)    {(*, X) = X$(z),

, , . . / C *   qi(t)dt\
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v        «    -w-^)"ta{/.w}'

2

, .   _ .    %. .   ,   MoMi'  - Mo Mi       *" Mi
(g) Do(z,\) = 1+-- —,

X ^ X2

(i2.i) (h) gl(z, x) = mo" + — po+ h — mi' + (—) Pin-1,

Ml*"
(i)        g2(z) =Mi" +——'

-ir /mo    mi*"\"i
(j)    A(z, X) = — I gl(po + Mi' A) + g2 [qapx --- -^-)\

d<^_  3 rz)„'-i2

2D0      4 iDoi '

The hypotheses upon the coefficient qo(z) make it clear that *(z) has neither

zeros nor poles in Sz.

The region Sz is to be considered as being covered by a two-sheeted Rie-

mann surface appropriate to a single-valued representation of the function

£(x, X). This surface will also be designated Sz, and henceforward the nomen-

clature Sz will refer to this surface. The relations (12.1b) and (12.Id) define

a mapping of Sz onto a region 5j which is a portion of a three-sheeted Rie-

mann surface with branch points at zero and infinity. It is convenient to the

discussion of the given equation to subdivide Sj into quadrants of the form

(only a finite number of these will be distinct)

(12.2) S*. i: (k - l/2)x g arg ({) ^ fcr, 2*,2: kr ^ arg ({) ^ (k + 1/2)tt,

k = 0, +1, ±2, • • • .

Langer has found it possible to choose pairs of linearly independent solutions

of the differential equation

dh>
(12.3) ■-h {\\o(z) - <H"/1>}v = 0

dz2

with particularly simple asymptotic espansions with respect to £ in these

quadrants E*,i. These solutions are designated here vk,x(z, X) and vki2(z, X).

They and their first derivatives possess the asymptotic expansions

(a) vk,i(z, X)~¥(z)$-i/«e±«[l + £({)/«],

(12.4) , r ,       tX*/«|i/«e±<£
(b) »;,K«, X) ~ *'£->■/««** 1 + £($)/{   ±- [1 4- E(Q/l\
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for £ in either S*,i or St.j. The notation is adopted that the upper sign is to be

used when j — l, the lower sign when j = 2.

13. The "related equation" when q0(z) has a zero. The functions

(13-1}        y*"(z' x) = t3j^) "^ x) + lt^X) ~T"

i = 1, 2; * = 0, +1, • • • ,

are solutions of the differential equation

(13.2) -0 + {X2go(z) + \qi(z) + K(z, X) }y = 0 [6, p. 468].

Because of its resemblance to the given equation it will be called the "related

equation." That

| vk,i(z, X) |   < M   and    | v'k,,(z, X) |   < M | X |2'3,   when     | £ |   g TV,

is known(6). These relations establish the inequality

(13.3) | y*.,(z, X)|   < M for |(|   g TV.

Differentiation of the formula (13.1) yields the equality

The images upon Sz of points in Sj are determined by the inverse of the rela-

tion %=\fo<p(t)dt. If the modulus of X is taken to be large, the points of Sz

corresponding to those points of Sj for which |£| gTV will lie in a neighbor-

hood of the origin. In fact, at these points

| Xz3/20(1) | g TV    so that    z = 0(X"2'3).

This implies XV2 = 0(X4'3); and thus \y'tj(z, X)| <7kf|x|2/3 when |j| gTV. We

also note that

J7(y*,i, ykj2) = W(vk,h vk,2) = - 2iX2".

14. Solutions of the given equation for £ in St,;. It is now shown that the

asymptotic forms for the solutions ykj(z, X) also asymptotically represent

solutions of the given equation (6). This equation may be written in the form

(6) Here and henceforward the letters M and N are used as generic symbols for positive

constants.

(6) This analysis can obviously be extended to include the algorithm for the solution of the

given equation which Langer presents in [6].
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^ + {X2<zo(z) + \qx(z) + K(z, \)}u = K(z, \)u.

This is to be considered to be a nonhomogeneous differential equation having

the related equation as its homogeneous associate. Since W(yk.i,yk,t) = — 2iX2'3,

there exist solutions of this equation such that

(14.1) uk,i(z, X) = yk,i(z, X) + —— I    {yk,x(z, \)yk,2(t, X)
2ihi!* J *

— yk,x(t, X)yt,2(z, X)}A(/, X)uk,j(t, \)dt.

The choice of the lower limit of integration is determined below. If the

definitions

e+-n
(a)   Yj(z, X) = yk,&z, X) —->

¥(z)

„A  n. (b)  Uj(z, X) = uk,i(z, X)-—-,
(14.2) t       *(z)

(c) fi = X f <b(r)dr,
J o

K(t, \)<a2(t).
(d) Ki(z, t,\)=   + -i—^-[Y&, \)Y3^(t, X)

2*

- Yj(t, X)F3_y(z, X) exp { T2»(€ -ft)}]

are made as in [5], then the equation (14.1) may be written in the form

(14.3) Ufa X) = Yj(z, X) + X-2'3 f   A,(z,f, X)f/,(<, X)*.

We now explain some notation. The symbol T is to designate a set of

ordinary curves in Sz upon whose images, V*, on S^ the imaginary part of £

is monotone (nonincreasing or nondecreasing). The symbol fl is to designate

a region of Sz whose image, fl*, on S( has the property that each of its points

can be joined to the origin and to a point £m at which 1I (if) | is maximum or

infinite by T*-curves. We call T* that one of the two T*-curves from the point

£ to £m and from £ to the origin upon which /(£) is algebraically a minimum

at the point £, and T* that one upon which /(£) is algebraically a maximum

at the point £.

It is assumed that every point of Sz can be included in some fl region for

|X| sufficiently large. It is also hypothesized that within Sz the functions

(Pi/DT),        (Pi/Do2)',       *'/*,    and   <p

are bounded in absolute value and that
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I      -     dt
Jv,\   <b(t)     '     '

is uniformly bounded as to z with the integration being taken over arcs T, on

which \z\ ^N. From the formulas (12.4), (13.1), and (13.3) together with

the just mentioned hypothesis as to <p, ty, pjt and Do it is found that

| Yj |   < M,   when     | £ |   g TV,

and

|£1/67,-|   < M,   when     |£|   > TV, for any z in 5,.

Let us fix our attention upon a specific quadrant Et.j. With fi any appro-

priate region whose image, fi*, on ak,i fulfills our requirements, the integra-

tion in equation (14.3) is to be taken over a curve Tj in fi. This determines

the lower limit of integration * to be either the origin or the image on fi of

the point £m. Now Langer's reasoning [5, pp. 454-458] may be adapted in

its entirety and carried forward to establish the conclusion that(7)

£"«£7,(*, X) = £"67y(z, X) + E(z, X)/X

for z in the region fi. In view of the definitions (14.2) this last result may

be rewritten in the form

E(z, X)
(14.4) uk<i(z, X) = yk,7(z, X) + ¥f-/«*±«-

X

A similar discussion leads to the conclusion that

(14.5) m'*,,(z, X) = y'k,,(z, X) + *£-/6e±<«E(z, X)

for z in fi. The asymptotic expansions for the solutions ukj(z, X), when £ is

in the region fi* on S*,i, can be obtained from the relations (14.4), (13.1), and

(12.4). When only the dominant terms are included, these reduce to the form

I       E(z, X)      £(£)•)
(14.6) uk,i(z, X) ~ X-»'V-,/ie±<iO«o ± W) U +-+ — > ,   £ in S*,,.

15. The forms of uklj(z, X) when £ is not in S*,i. The relations (14.4) de-

scribe a pair of solutions of the given equation for values of z confined to any

specific region fi on Sz. The forms of these solutions are now deduced for all

admitted values of z and X. To do this a new pair of solutions, Mi(z, X) and

m2(z, X), of the given equation is introduced; and the coefficients in the de-

pendence relations which subsist between these solutions and the ukj(z, X)

are determined.

The formulas

(') When \i\ SiV, j = 0; when |f| >N,s=l.
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(15.1) Vi(z, X) = *(z)£1/3/Ti/3(£), j = 1, 2,

define a pair of solutions of the differential equation (12.3). There correspond

to these the functions

Mo(z) Ml(z)        »/ (z, X)
(15.2) yj(z, X) =    , »,-(*, X) + -1^-^-A        j = 1, 2,
V "*V '   '      £>J'2(z, X) Dj'2(z, X)        X y

which are solutions of the related equation. That the Bessel functions have

the property

lim *'/_,(*) = 2'/r(l - v)
x->0

is well known. From this it follows that

(15 3) yi(0, X) = 0(1), yx'(0, X) =0(1),

y2(0, X) = OfX-1'3), y{ (0, X) = 0(X2/3).

The solutions z/,(z, X) of equation (12.3) are linearly independent, as are

also the solutions »»,,-(z, X) so that there exist relations of the form

(a) Vj(z, X) = c,;xvh,x(z, X) + Cj,2vh,2(z, X),

(b) vh,i(z, X) = 7i,,»i(z, X) + yt.f>t(z, X), j = 1, 2.

The values of the coefficients ykj and cy,* are known [5, p. 460]. Replacing

the Vj(z, X) in the relation (15.2) by the right-hand side of the identity (15.4a),

the identity

(IS.5a) yj(z, X) = Cj,xyn,x(z, X) + cil2yh,2(z, X)

is obtained. The corresponding relation

(15.5b) yh.i(z, X) = 7i.,yi(z, X) + 72,,y2(z, X)

is similarly found.

Formulas for the solutions Uhj(z, X) of the given equation when £ is not

restricted to the quadrant H*,j can now be deduced. A pair of solutions,

Ux(z, X) and u2(z, X), of the given equation associated with the solutions

yi(z, X) of the related equation is determined by the conditions

,«_ ., «,(0, X) = y,(0, X),
(15.6)

«/(0,X) =y/(0,X), j-1.2.

Between these solutions and the uhJ(z, X) there exist identities in the forms

(a) uhii(z, X) = ai,,-Mi(z, X) + or2,,(z, X),

(15.7) (j) (jj
(b) Uj(z, X) = aj,xuh.x(z, X) + aii2uh,2(z, X), j = 1, 2,
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in which the coefficients are as yet undetermined. The Wronskians which

determine them are constants and are easily evaluated at the origin through

use of the formulas (14.4), (14.5), (15.5), the conditions (15.6), and the evalu-

ations (15.3). Thus it is found that

(a) ak,i = yk,j + 0(\      ),

(b) ailk  =   Cj,k  + 0(X      ), j, k - 1, 2.

Now that these coefficients are known, the asymptotic forms of the solu-

tions m,(z, X) and mAiJ(z, X) for £ in any quadrant Sm,n are obtainable through

the representations (14.6). The relation (15.7) also reveals that

(15.9) uh,i(z, X) = yi,)yi(z, X) + y2,]y2(z, X)    when     | £|   < TV.

When, for a fixed h, £ passes from E*,i or S*,2 into an adjacent quadrant, each

of the formulas deducible through the relations (15.7) changes to the extent

of a replacement of one of its coefficients. The one which changes, however,

always belongs to that term which is asymptotically sub-dominant. The af-

fected term does not become large until arg (£) changes by an amount 7r/2.

Thus, the asymptotic expansions for the solutions m,(z, X) and uhJ(z, X),

which can be found from the identities (15.8) for £ in any quadrant Sm,n,

represent these solutions for all sufficiently large values of |£| in the larger

region H(m) defined by

2(m). <m _ !)„. + e g arg (£ ^ (w + !)„. _ e>        w = 0, ±1, ±2, • ■ ■ ,

e > 0 and sufficiently small.

16. Solutions when q0(z) has no zeros in Sz. We now turn our attention

to the case of [?o(z)]_1 bounded in Sz. With [g,o(z)]1/2 as the root

| ql0/2\ exp {(i/2) arg (qa)} of qo(z), the relation

1/2 <7i(z)
(16.1) *(*, X) = Qo (z) + 77T7

defines a function \f/(z, X) whose reciprocal is bounded in Sz for | X | sufficiently

large if we assume <Zi(z)/[go(z)]1/2 to be bounded there.

Let the function f(z, X) be chosen as any function satisfying the condition

(16.2) ^ = U(z,\).
dz

This function defines a mapping of Sz onto a region T{ which is assumed to

have the properties:

(a) In Tr there is a point fm+ at which 7(f) is a maximum and a point

fm_ at which 7(f) is a minimum. (These points may be at infinity.)
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(b) The points of T{ may all be connected to fm+ by curves upon which

7(f) is monotonically increasing and to fm_ by curves upon which 7(f) is

monotonically decreasing. The images of fm+. and fm_ on S, are denoted

zm+ and zm_ respectively.

The differential equation

d2Y
(16.3) —■ + {\2q0(z) + \qx(z) + 6(z, X)} Y = 0,

dz2

in which

(16.4) 8(z, X) = ql/4qo + ^"/2* - 3^'2/4^,

has a pair of linearly independent solutions

(16.5) Yfa X) = e±'ty-1/2(2, X), / = 1, 2.

Equation (16.3) takes the part of the related equation in this discussion. It

is easily shown that

W(Yx, Yi) = - 2iX.

The given equation can be rewritten in the form

d2u
— + {\2q0(z) + \qx(z) + 6(z, \)}u = 6(z, X)«.
dz2

Considering this to be a nonhomogeneous differential equation which has

equation (16.3) as its homogeneous associate, it is seen to have a pair of solu-

tions Ux(z, X) and U2(z, X) which satisfy the relations

(a) Ux(z, X) = Yx(z, X) + —- f "    {Yx(z, \)Y2(t, X) - Y2(z, X)F,(«, X)}
2i\J Zm+

• Ux(t, \)$(t, \)dt,

(16.6)

(b) U2(z, X) = Yt(z, X) + — f *   {Yx(z, \)Y2(t, X) - Y2(z, \)Yx(t, X)}
2i\J Zm_

■ U2(t, \)6(t, \)dt.

If Ikl^^' X)/^0, X)| \dt\ (zo may be any fixed point of Sz) is assumed to be

uniformly bounded as to z in S„ then an analysis similar to that of §14 shows

that the solutions Ux(z, X) and U2(z, X) have the forms(8)

( E(z, X)1
(16.7) Ufa X) = Yfa X) |l + —^—| , i = 1, 2,

for z in Sz.

(8) The remark given as footnote six also applies here.
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